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VTA offers morning ’DASH’ relief
Shuttle circuit stops at SJSU
By Brandy Sailors
StdifrWriter
This semester, commuters’ alternative
transportation route has been made
quicker and easier, thanks to DASH.
The Downtown Area Shuttle (DASH)
is a free shuttle from the Diridon train
station on Cahill and San Fernando
streets, across from the San Jose Arena,
and on Fourth and San Carlos streets,
across from San Jose State University.
SJSU is now included in the shuttle’s
route. This went into effect Jan. 4,
through negotiations by SJSU’s Traffic
and Parking Operations. Prior to the new
year, the shuttles would only go as far as
Second Street.
Lt. Bruce Lowe of Traffic and Parking
Operations said the department is paying for this service from their alternative
transportation budget, to connect the
west side commuters to the campus.
The Valley Transportation Authority
and the San Jose Downtown Association
are also providing money for the shuttle
service.
"DASH is much better than the busses
because I don’t wait long," said Kaoru
Enomoto, a computer science major at
SJSU.
Enomoto rides CalTrain from
Mountain View and transfers to the shuttle, which drops him off on Fourth Street,
just north of San Carlos Street. He
learned about the shuttle from the bus
map. His round-trip conunute takes him
about 45 minutes and totals $70 per
month, which is what he paid for the
CalTrain monthly pass.

Photos by
Franchesca Esquibel
(Above) Ray Gonzales,
road supervisor, looks on as
the morning begins for the
DASH shuttle service from
the Caltrain station on Cahill
Street near the San Jose
Arena,

Computer engineering professor Tom
Nugent commutes from Livermore on the
Altamont Commuter Express and shuttles to school.
His driving time averages an hour and
a half, while the train/shuttle combo
brings commute time to about an hour.
Don Oliver, a SJSU business major,
also rides the Altamont Commuter
Express. He commutes from San Ramon
and learned about this alternative in a
newspaper advertisement.
He has no qualms with the shuttle service, but he said that the train doesn’t
cater to students because there’s only
four trains for the entire day. A train will
leave at 4:16 a.m. and 5:22 a.m. from
Stockton, with service as far as San Jose.
But the only time to commute from San
Jose to Stockton is on a 4:14 p.m. train or
a 5:44 p.m. train.
"Overall the convenience outweighs it
all. I can study in the morning or do
things I couldn’t do if I were driving,"
Oliver said.
Thomas Allen, a SJSU physics major,
commutes on Caltrain from San Mateo.
"It’s nice and easy. VVhen I’m tired or
it’s raining, and I don’t feel like skating
there (to SJSU), it’s real quick," said
Allen.
He carries his skateboard with him,
but on rainy days he prefers the shuttle.
He learned about the shuttle from seeing someone he knew get off the train
and get dropped off by the shuttle.
The shuttles accommodates about 20
people comfortably, but can squeeze in
about 30. The shuttles are handicap

See DASH, page 3

Downtown Area Shuttle (DASH) Route

(Right) Tom Nugent,
a professor of computer
engineering at SJSU, relaxes on his morning commute to campus on the
DASH shuttle after taking
Caltrain to the Cahill Street
station. Nugent, a part-time
emeritus, has been teaching since 1962.

Map courtesy of Valley Marisa Authority

Sushi: San ose style Tay-Sachs screening next week
Tay-Sachs disease screening on Feb.
17 and 18 for students and faculty
who are at least 17 years old and not
One in 30 individuals of Jewish, pregnant.
The screening will be held on
French-Canadian, and Cajun descent
are believed to carry the Tay-Sachs Wednesday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. and
Disorder gene, according to the 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. and then on Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Student
National Health Institute.
Linda Foley, a genetic counselor for Union.
Tay-Sachs is a fatal, genetic disorthe Tay-Sachs program at University
of California San Francisco, said der in children born with a deficiency
although the risk is greater among of an enzyme needed for normal nerve
those with certain ancestries, anyone cell metabolism, according to
Genecare, a medical genetics center.
can carry the gene.
The disorder is inherited from two
"One in 150 people of the general
population is believed to be a carrier," healthy individuals who carry the
Tay-Sachs recessive gene.
she said.
An infant can live the first six
The Student Health Center, in conjunction with the University of months without anyone knowing if
Francisco the gene is present, said Foley.
San
California
"When the symptoms begin to
Reproductive Genetics Program, is
sponsoring a free and confidential appear, a baby can lose the ability to
By Rhoda Daclison
Stigrwriair

By Cindy Arora
Staff Writer
For Sushi lovers, the taste test begins with
wasabi (green horseradish); the more it burns,
the better the sushi.
Dennis Kyne, director of technology for
enrollment services, said Kikkas wasabi
makes the back of his neck bum which is a
good sign of strong wasabi and good sushi.
In addition to Sunset Strip, Noodle Bowl
and Quesadilla Corner; Kikkas is one segment
of dining services’ new food concepts in the
Student Union.
The difference and uniqueness of Kikkas,
according to Michele Gendreau, director of dining services, is the on-site sushi chefs that will
make sushi rolls made to order, rather then
the pre-packaged sushi rolls that are normally
offered.
’There was an interest in Sushi so we ...
(brought) Kikka. They produce sushi rolls onsight, this was a talent we didn’t have before.
Before we had it packaged. It was made daily
but still pre-made," Gendreau said
Tonny Soesanto, owner of Kikkas, said San
Jose State University is the first Northern
California venture Kikkas has made.
Kikkas pre-made packages are everysvhere
in Southern California, but their on-site stores
are in only five other universities: University
of Southern California, University of
California Los Angeles, University of Santa
Barbara, University of Irvine and California
State Northridge.
"There is a trend beginning between sushi
and students, it’s becoming popular because
it’s low-fat, healthy and a grab and go item;
which students like," said Soesanto
The California roll, the tuna roll and Inari
are Kiklcas most popular items on the menu at
SJSU, according to Henny Sumarna, sushi
chef
"Students can have whatever they want.
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interact. The muscles become floppy
and eventually the child becomes
blind," she said.
Oscar Battle, a health coordinator
of the Student Health Center, said
this all occurs because the body’s fatty
layer that protects the spinal cord
builds up, eventually choking the
spinal cord. The body produces an
enzyme known as Hex A that monitors the fatty layer. He said children
with Tay-Sachs do not have Hex A in
their body and that’s when the problems occur.
"Tay-Sachs is not a widespread disease," Battle said. "But when it does
happen, you’re literally watching your
baby die."
Infants who are affected by TaySachs rarely live past the age of three
years, Battle said

See Screening, page 3

Computer center slated for fall opening
By Donna Carmichael
Staff Writer

Photo Illustration by Sean Penello
Sushi, both fish and vegetarian, is one of
the new foods offered at the Student Union.
A chef is available to make special orders.
and if they don’t find it in the packages we can
make it," Sumarna said.
Student Lynh Nguyen didn’t know about
the new sushi concept available to students.
"I don’t buy the pre-package sushi. I have to
see them make it." Nguyen said.

A computer center, operated by
Associated Students, could be up
and rut: ning by September.
During the 1998 fall semester,
the A.S. Board approved the formation of a Computer Center
Committee to work on the development of the proposed facility by the
end of the spring semester.
The center is expected to offer
students technical support, online
services and printing.
The Committee is still short the
necessary student representation it
needs, and the A.S. Board will select
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De Alba said the lower level of
two or more students around
the Student Union, near the bowling
midterm.
The positions will be announced alley, is the preferred location
in the A.S. offices, the Student Life because it can accommodate about
Center and through student leaders. 40 terminals. He said the computer
Alfonso De Alba, A.S. executive center would also offer laptops for
director, said the budget can accom- rent, but specifics on the number of
modate the proposed computer cen- portable units and fees will be deterter without A.S. going to the student mined later by the Computer Center
body with fee increases, or else- Committee.
Graduate student Eileen Torpey,
where for additional funds.
Heather Cook, A.S. president, who uses the computer lab in
and De Alba said local businesses Washington Square Hall, said the
have been very supportive of A.S. lab operates efficiently.
"I just hope that any student-run
projects in the past, and they hope
to motivate them to sponsor the new computer center will offer the same
computer center with donations of helpful, knowledgeable, technical
hardware.
See A.S., page ,3
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Human life much more important than political promises
Givernor Gray Davis had the first chance of his
erni to not piss me off, but, like the former
governor who’s name I can’t mention or 111
start twitching he took the road of politics instead
of ethics.
Davis mixed deranged pro-capital punishment
campaign promises in with the valid ones to help
him get elected.
He made good on those promises Tuesday, for politics’ sake.
Davis chose to kill Jaturun Siripongs with the
state’s help in order to prove his word really
means something.
Almost 20 years ago, Siripongs killed two people
and he’s been sitting in San Quentin’s death row
ever since, or until Tuesday anyway, when Davis
decided he should die.
According to various news reports, the Vatican,
some of the victims’ family members, two of the
jurors that originally sentenced Siripongs and San
Quentin’s former warden were against his execution.
But, Davis needed to uses Siripongs life to make a
point.
Can somebody please explain to me why the eye
for an eye mentality is even factored into laws that

we follow today?
How can it be right to
punish a criminal by taking
his life?
How can we, as living,
breathing human beings
support a vengeful, ritualistic government?
My questions about this
issue might seem simple or
naive to those who support
the death penalty.
But it’s the simple-minded people rationalizing
murder with primitive logic that are naive.
The government does not have divine powers
that authorizes it to determine when it’s appropriate
to murder.
Oh, I’m sure there will be people willing to give
me their answers, or to explain how they can justify
murdering in the name of the state. It doesn’t matter.
There is no reason substantial enough to defend
killing another human being as a form of punishment.
According to Davis’ written statement rejecting

comes to another person’s rights.
Proponents of the death penalty always use the
"what if it WM your family he killed" argument when
defending their confidence in the punishment. Of
course, if any member of my family was victimized, I
would be outraged.
I’m sure I would be overwhelmed with emotions,
and revenge would be one of them.
That is why we have lavimakers.
Strong emotions cannot regulate the state.
California must protect the people by keeping
criminals off the streets, but it cannot take away the
basic human rights of the criminals in the process.
Davis should be ashamed for using Siripongs to
earn political points.
There are now 500 inmates still on death row in
San Quentin, Davis will undoubtedly have many
chances to make the right decision concerning execution during the rest of his term.

Siripongs clemency, as reported in
the Mercury News, "model behavior cannot bring badi the lives of
two innocent murder victims.
These capitol crimes can only be
satisfied by the duly imposed sent ence."
Nothing can bring back the
lives of the victims, but evidently
Davis thinks retaliation comes
close enough.
It actually sickens me to think
of what Siripongs went through.
Although he was a convicted murderer and he
did deserve to be punished it is not our place to
judge what a criminal’s life is worth and dole out
death penalties accordingly.
With my mention of divine powers and judgment,
I am not alluding to the unmerciful, old Testament
God, where ruling with vengeance is validated.
I am ascribing to the belief while some higher
spiritual being guides us all, "judgment day" and an
unmerciful God are works of fiction.
However, my personal spiritual beliefs don’t matter and neither does anybody else’s when it

Margaret Bethel is the Spartan Daily copy editor
"Congeniality Not Included"
appears every Thursday.

Internet provides
bashful people
way of socializing
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Avorld mixed with
elements of chat
ooms could help
many people who are
struggling in the pick-up
game.
This realization came
to mind one day at work,
in the midst of another hectic day in retail.
This guy asked me, "Do you work here?"
I glanced down at my badge and then back at
him. He understood and asked, "Do you know that
girl behind the information desk?"
I gathered he had a little crush. He seemed like
a nice guy, so I nudged him towards her and cheered
him on.
But more stupid questions came and spun me
around just in time to see him flying out the door
with the girl’s drooping expression trailing she
had been eyeing him too.
is_whatttivicene might have_ looked
like incYber-world.
The two would have been wearing nameinscribed head bands and instant message vests,
activated by infrared guns.
The guy would have shot her with the harmless
gun and her profile would have popped up on a little computer screen seen through his goggles.
A friendly game of laser tag might have resulted
in a love connection rather than two regretful people.
Internet interaction between two people is
becoming more realistic as more and more people
are using the Internet.
The number of people using the Internet has
increased from 23 percent to 41 percent since 1995,
according to the Pew Research Center. Using the
Internet for personal reasons, including chatting,
has also increased from 4 percent to 17 percent over
the same period.
I hesitate to be a cheerleader for a cyber world.
It may interfere with a person’s right to privacy if
just anyone could shoot you with a harmless laser
gun and read information about you.
It would also take away from spontaneous
human interaction.
Some people don’t want you to know anything
about them. Not to mention, an interesting profile
and a cute face aren’t going to translate into a love
connection.
There is an X factor in all successful unions
between people.
Yet, the cyber-world is a place where nice guys
can practice breaking down those tough barriers to
human connection, which in some people is just
plain shyness.
According to the Encyclopedia of Mental Health,
40 percent of adults suffer from some kind of social
shyness.
I’ve been a long-time Internet user, but it was
just two years ago someone pushed me into a chatroom.
Before I stepped into the realm of chat, I was the
kind of guy who was afraid to speak his thoughts
and feelings out loud.
I rarely talked to anyone unless they were a close
friend.
Through my interactions with people over the
Net, I learned how to share with people, and grew
immensely from the wisdom I found.
I even came across my first love when I wandered into a chatroom one day.
People can gain more insight into society from
just chatting in cyber space.
You run across people on the net whom you normally wouldn’t speak to, and you may form new
opinions about people who you thought you already
knew.
Characteristics like race, sex and attractiveness
won’t get in the way of you meeting someone and
getting to know them.
The movie "You’ve Got Mail" exemplifies the
point that two different people can come together
with the help of the I.nternet.
In the movie, these two people who hated each
other in the outside world formed a supportive,
enriching relationship on the Net.
In addition to all this, you can meet people all
over the world.
I have friends in every nook and cranny of
Northern California. As I pieced together the geography of this region and its people over the Internet,
aaperta of my own identity started to come together.
Ryan McCrossin is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Alumnus grateful to Health Center staff
Iwould like to bring attennon to the Student Health
Center, which is one of San
Jose State University’s best
resources on campus.
Every once in a while, many
students visit the health center
when something is ailing us. In
my case, it is usually this time
of year when the coughs and
sneezes abound around us like
falling raindrops and chilly
breezes. For some reason, I
catch colds and sinus infections
very easily and suffer from a
bad back due to several automobile accidents.
No matter what the situation, I can always count on
being treated well with empathetic care from the walk-in
desk, the doctor and by the
pharmacist. For me, the only
other alternative is the
Veteran’s Hospital where they
still process people like they are

cattle being sent to market
Iseeatiee ef the overwhelming
volume of veterans who visit
the outpatient clinic on a walkin basis.
However, this is not the case
with the SJSU Health Center.
All students are treated with
the ultimate respect and in
some cases, remembered on a
first-name basis. This is warm
touch is as appreciated as the
antibiotics to kill an infection.
I would like to single out two
people in particular. One is
Nancy Nuzzolillo, who is one of
the most caring medical professionals I have ever met. She listens, diagnoses, then offers a
host of prescriptive behaviors
that help ameliorate the medical illness. She remembers
people on a first-name basis
and treats students like they
were one of her own.
Karen Woodbeck, who is the
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SJSU physical therapist and
certified athletic trainer, is the
other person I would like to
praise. I first met Woodbeck
about a year ago after being
rear-ended by a hit-and-run
driver with stolen license
plates. For several months I
walked around like I was the
hunchback of Notre Dame
because of no insurance. Then I
learned that SJSU had a physical therapist on campus.
I immediately made an
appointment, and within a
dozen or so visits my back was
healed. During this past summer I suffered a relapse of the
same problem, and after five
visits, the spasms were gone
and I was able to live my life to
the fullest again.
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Opinion page policies
Readers are enoouraged to express themselves on the Opinion
page with a Letter to the Editor.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word response loan WWI or point
of view that ham appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of tha Spartan Daily and may
be edited for clarity. grammar, libel and length Subenimions
must contain the author’s IMMO, &Adm., phone number,
signature and me/or.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the FAlitor box at the
Spartan Daily (Slice in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209. sant by
fax to i406) 924-3237, email at SDAILY1116mc iustiodu or mailed
to the Spartan Daily Opinion Editor school of Journalism end

John Lucero
alumni

Mast Communications, San Jose Wale university One
Washington Square. San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, and ere the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not nocesmonly reflect

Homeless on campus may be con -artists

A.

students, we know that an overall-wearing man that
our income is in probably always has a fresh pack of
he three-to-four digit smokes and a java from the
range. This makes me wonder deli, who thinks that he can
why beggers come to a universi- just demand money from people
ty to try to swindle people out of by acting like he has a problem.
What the problem is one I’m
their money.
Really, if you wanted to get not quite sure of just yet. But,
hard-earned money from peo- by some weird coincidence this
ple wouldn’t you really want to summer, I saw the same man at
go to the source, say maybe in a local liquor store, talking, acting and looking normal.
front of a bank?
I have come to the conclusion
What makes me write this is
that
begger,
this man is a con-artist.
that there is a frequent
Today
worship at

8 p.m. in the

Ummunum Room, Student
Union. For more information,
call Eddie or Travis at 294-

by Debussy, Ravel and Liszt
from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4831.

4249.
Singh Students Association
Organiational meeting at
11 a.m at Student Union
For more infor.
mation. call Gegen Singh at
489-4631
Ampitheatre

Campu Crusade for Christ
Christian fellowship and
worship at 8 p.m. in the
Ummunum Room, Student
cIl Eddie or Travis at 294-

Art

924-4330.

Piano Recital by Makiko
Croke, featuring music inspired

NationI

Condom nd Safer

Sex Week
HIV/AIDS team

win

pro-

Co-op Workshop
Center will host
The C
in
a workshop at 12:30

vide educational material from

the Costanoan Room, Student
Union. For more information

Building in case of rain. For

call the center at 924-6033.

Allen at 924-6204.

AlESEC

AS Election
Make up orientation meet-

p.m.

10 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. in Art
Quad or inside Health
more information, call Renee

ing from 1:45 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
in Pacheco Room, Student

at 788-0111.

call Robyn Jones at 924-5955.

Hong Kong Student

Hild Vazquez at 924-8799.

Sigma Alpha Mu Hoyle
Night
’Sammy Sinema," featuring

Association

Kappa Delta Sorority

"Rush Hour" with Jackie Chan
Old Science
at 7 30

ter at 4 30 p.m. in Costonoan

Weekly practice at the
to

3:30 p.m.

Union. For more information,

5:30 p.m. All athletes wel-

come, no experience nee aaaaa y.
For more information. call

pm

Friday
First meeting of the semes-

Building, room 142 For more
information, call Tim at 924-

Room. Student Union. For

deliveries to fraternities, from
7 to

3274

9198.

Valentine card party and
The Listening Hour

Fellowhip

Room. Student Union. For
more information, call Karla

Spartan Field from

in th.

Street. For more information,
call Natalie at 279-9035.

Chinese Cmpu

(""*.ses..1

6 p.m. to 7 p m. in Almaden

Desgin will show student art
in the Student Galleries from
to 4 p.m

Josh Hascall
computer graphics

Informetional meeting from

4249.
Womien’s Rugby Club

10 a.m

Editor’s note:
Due to space constrictions, Sparta
Guide has been unable to list the full list
of events it has provided in the past. 7’he
Spartan Daily recognizes the importance
of providing information beneficial to
tlze campus cnmmunity, and regrets this
temporary inconvenience.

Union. For more information,

Student Art Exhibit
The School of Art and

and Industrial Studies
Buildings. For more information, call Scott or Jenny at

Commurucationo or SJSII

So, my advice to all my fellow
broke students is to give this
man your opinion, advice, even
the silent treatment.
Just give him anything but
your money.
Remember the saying,"A man
that asks for one dollar today
will be asking for two tomorrow."

Sparta Guide

Cmpus Crusade for Christ
Christian fellowship and

the views of the Spartan Daily the School of Journalism and Mass

p m Those interested

more information. call 997-

Bake oale fundraiser from
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in front of
Student Union. For more
information, call Esther at
298-4643.
Delt Sigma PI
Pizza night at 7:30 p.m. at
Round Table Pizzii. located at
2615 The Alameda. For more
information, call Lisa Flores
at 629-3006.

Saturday
Women’s Rugby Club
Spartan’s ve. Stanford at 11
a.m. at the Spartan field. For
more information, call Hild
Vazquez at 924-8799.

of
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DASH: Easing the commute

Looking for love

Continued from page 1
accessible and bikes are allowed know the schedules.
on board when space is avialable.
The shuttles run every 10 minRay Gonzales, road supervisor utes, Monday through Friday.
for the service said riders have There are two shuttles for most of
increased 100-150 students from the day. A third shuttle runs from
last year. Gonzales credits this 7:30 to 8:30 a.m., which is the
increase to word of mouth.
busiest hour of the day for the
Daily logs tally the amount of shuttle’s commuters. Carol Harp
passengers. For each roundtrip, has been driving for the shuttle
drivers will document how many service for two years. She said
people get on and at what stop business slows down after 9:30
a.m., and the evening is less busy,
they get off.
Gonzales was a driver when so from 6:15 to 10:20 p.m. there is
the Downtown Area Shuttle was only one shuttle.
implemented three years ago, and
The parking lots directly across
he was promoted to road supervi- from the train station offer all day
parking for $1. But if there is an
sor nine months ago.
"At the beginning, I would pick event scheduled at the Arena, perup about 75 people a day. Now it’s mits will be $10.
There is also a shuttle stop
up to 300-450 people a day,"
Gonzales said. The only com- located on San Fernando Street,
plaints, he said, are from new rid- where on either side of Delmas
ers because they don’t know how Street there are 906 spaces availDASH (the Downtown Area able; each for $3.50 a day.
Shuttle) operates, or they don’t
According to a San Jose
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Sarah Orr/Spartan Datil

Lynelle Ente, an occupational therapist major at San Jose State University, checks out a variety of
condoms being sold Monday at the Student Health Center. In celebration of National Condom Week.
the condom co-op will be selling an assortment of condoms

Screening: fatal genetic disease
Continued from page 1
Although there is no cure for
the disorder, it can be prevented.
Battle emphasizes the importance of everyone getting tested.
"Students should really spend
the five or 10 minutes and take
advantage of the test," Battle
said. "Every year we find at least
one person on campus who ends
up testing positive for the (TaySachs) gene."
Testing positive for the gene
does not necessarily mean anything for the carrier, Foley said.
It can only do harm if two people reproduce and both are carriers of the Tay-Sachs gene.

"Couples who carry the trait
and decide to start a family have
a 25 percent chance of having a
child with Tay-Sachs," she said.
Foley said the results do not
change so people only have to be
tested once.
"Once you are a carrier, you’re
one for life," she said.
According to Foley, people
shouldn’t wait until they are
ready to have kids to get tested.
Foley said the test for TaySachs is not readily available.
They are conducted about once a
month at Stanford Hospital,
University of California San
Francisco and Children’s Hospital
in Oakland for $75 at each loca-

tion.
Having the test done on campus is free, she said.
Business management student, Jamie Cosque, said she took
the test a couple of years ago.
"I didn’t know too much about
Tay-Sachs going into the test, but
I was accompanying a friend and
she told me more about the disease. It’s a good thing to know,"
Cosque said, who is not a carrier.
Foley said like every other
medical test, the Tay-Sachs test
results are completely confidential.
For more information, call
Battle at (408) 924-6117 or Foley
at (510)658-5568.

Editor’s Note:
The Spartan Daily horoscope writers have taken a
week off to meditate and
get their auras straight.
Spartan Daily horoscopes
will return next week, if the
stars allow it.
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Downtown Association news
release, more parking spaces are
in the works.
Three additional parking
garages are planned over the next
few years. The City’s Parking
Fund is working on plans for a
1,500 parking structure in the
SoFA District.
The Redevelopment Agency is
designing two parking facilities.
One will be located on Second and
San Fernando streets and it will
contain 1,000 parking spaces.
The other will be on Fourth and
San Fernando streets and it will
contain 825 spaces. Combined,
the three parking structures will
have 3,325 spaces available for
the public. They’re scheduled to
be open by mid-2001.
Lt. Lowe said they plan to renegotiate with Downtown Area
Shuttle over the summer, to
lengthen the route to 10th Street.

A.S.: new computers for students
Continued from page 1
support like they’ve got down
here," Torpey said.
A.S. will begin a search later in
the semester for an experienced
network support technician to
service all its technical needs and
to participate in the planning of
the proposed computer center.
A.S. President Heather Cook
said the new computer center
would help fill the shortage of personal computers available t,o students.
"The big appetite for computers
at SJSU is not surprising since we
are a Silicon Valley school, but the
shortage is ironic," Cook said.
There are a total of 10 labs on
campus.
Five of these are "all access"
which means they are open to currently enrolled students. Five
more "restricted access" computer

labs are available. Restricted neering senior, gave the labs on
access labs are dedicated to spe- campus a poor rating.
"The Washington Square Hall
cial needs, such as instructional
tutorials, or disabled students, lab in particular, is ergonomically
such as the one in Clark Library horrific," Soennichsen Raid.
The largest of the "all access" labs Ergonomics is the study of the
is in the basement of Washington relationship between people and
Square Hall, with nearly 100 ter- their working environment.
SJSU student, Ramiro Rocha
minals, about half of which are
admitted the lab was very busy
Apple Macintosh.
According to Cook, the 10 labs but that it’s like a little communiwith about 200 terminals in total, ty.
Business senior Amanda Ball
don’t meet the needs of SJSU students.
said computers on campus are
Surveys conducted by A.S. in extremely slow.
past semesters, indicate student
"I will go to any length to get
complaints as long waits for ter- my assignments up and running
minals especially at exam time
at home, instead of using these
and insufficient hours of operacomputers," Ball said.
If the A.S. Board of Directors
tion, lack of Internet access and
cramped conditions in some of the approves the Committee’s recomlabs.
mendations, the project could
Richard Soennichsen, an engi- begin by July, De Alba said.
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most girls, living in a
For
dorm is their first time living away from home. For 2year-old Morgan Davis, it is
home.
During her short life, Morgan
has lived on three different college campuses. Her father, Brian
Davis, affectionately calls her the
little dorm rat. Davis is the resident director in Hoover Hall at
San Jose State University. He
lives in the hall with his wife,
Twana, and their daughters,
Morgan and 9-week-old Maya.
When Davis was a graduate
resident adviser at Michigan
State University, Morgan was
born. There, Davis and Twana
met Tina Hinkley, a fellow graduate resident adviser.
The three became close
friends and seemed almost like
family. Not long after, in July
1997, Davis took the job of resident director at Hoover Hall.
When another resident director
position opened at SJSU’s Allen
Hall, the Davis’ quickly told
Hinkley, and she accepted the

offer. After working for a year at
Allen Hall, Hinkley became the
resident director ofJoe West Hall.
The closest person to Morgan
other than her parents, is
Hinkley.
"I would consider them my
family, sometimes more so than
my family," Hinkley said.
When Morgan first moved to
SJSU she was very shy, Hinkley
said.
Stephanie Wahl, an office
assistant at Hoover Hall, said
Morgan is very picky about who
she decides to be friends with.
When Wahl is working, Morgan
will often come out of her apartment, which is connected to the
office, and color with Wahl.
"Having fun with her made me
feel like I was playing," Wahl said.
"She’s a cute kid."
Most of Morgan’s friends are
college students, except when she
goes to ballet classes once a week.
Morgan’s mother, Twana, a
speech language pathologist for
San Jose Unified School District,
said Morgan holds her own

around other kids at ballet class,
but sometimes she’s a little quieter.
On an average weekday
Morgan walks through campus
with her father to the Student
Union cafeteria. At the Orient
Express in the cafeteria, the
servers say hello to their familiar
customer, and Morgan orders her
teriyaki chicken.
favorite dish
Then, they head back home to
their two-bedroom apartment in
Hoover Hall.
Twana said Morgan has developed a fascination with houses
because the dorms have been the
only home she’s ever known. She
said Morgan notices differences
between dorms and houses, but
she is happy where she is.
The Davis’ have decided to
leave after this semester now
that they have two children.
"By the time we had kids we
envisioned ourselves in a house,"
Twana said. "She (Morgan) is
going to miss it, definitely, but
kids are resilient and bounce
back."

During ballet practice, Morgan steps away from the group to say hello to her c
who is waiting tor her outside. She does not like to be away from her parents
long periods at a time.

Right: Brian
pushes
Morgan in her
stroller back
home to Hoover
Hall after getting lunch from
the Student
Union.

Above: Hoover Hall resident advisers Che Scott
and Daniel Catania joke
with Morgan while she colors with Stephanie Wahl, a
Hoover Hall office assistant. Morgan often plays
with Wahl while she works
in the evenings.

Tina Hinkley, the Joe West Hall resident director, reads a
book to Morgan, while her mother. Twana, listens in.
Reading books is one of Morgan’s favorite things to do

Once a person starts reading to her, she won’t let the person
stop because she loves it so much. Hinkley is always happy
to read to Morgan.

Right: Brian and Morgan
laugh together while in
line for a special
Thanksgiving Dinner at the
Dining Commons last
semester. The Davis’ have
their own kitchen in their
apartment, but they eat at
the Dining Commons when
they are too busy to cook.
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ay hello to her dad,
)m her parents for

Thursday. February 1 1, 1991-.1

Two-year-old Morgan Davis kisses her favorite doll in her room at Hoover Hall. Brian Davis,
the Hoover Hall resident director, is Morgan’s father. In the hall, Davis lives in a two-bedroom

apartment with his family. Unlike other residents, they also have their own bathroom and
kitchen. Now that the Davis’ have two daughters this will be their last semester living in the hall.

AP!IL
Morgan talks about her new two -week-old sister Maya, as Hoover Hall resident assistant Karen English holds her.

Photos and Text by Sarah Orr
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Vanilla Ice returns from dead
By Hugo Rivera
sue-writer
Metal heads, stoners and
punk rockers with multiple
piercings all came together at
the Maritime Hall in San
Francisco on l’uesday looked
like they were waiting for EU1
death metal band when suddenly, Vanilla Ice took the stage
in a cloud of blue smoke.
The crowd of about 300 didn’t mock him, they actually
cheered wildly as the man they
had waited two hours to see
took the stage and wailed away
to a hard rocking sound.
It was not as it 20-something metalheads in the audience didn’t know who this tall,
slim guy with a defined jaw
bone was. They weren’t in
denial either. They actually
remembered the one hit wonder from 1990. When ViaIla
Ice said, "Fm going to take you
back to the old schoor and
started singing his hit "Ice, Ice
Baby," about half the audience
sang along to the first verse.
Apparently, the same guy
who appealed to teeny-boppers
in the early ’90s is now appeal -
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IConcert Review I

While midterms and papers are starting
to cast a dark cloud over your easy student
life, have no fear you can get your mind
off school simply by avoiding it. Here’s a few
things to do to ease your pain (boo hoo!).
Sublime
Saturday, February 13
without the
talent otherwise known
as the Long
Beach Dub
All Stars
the
plays
Maritime
Hall in San
Francisco.
Although the
band will bore
you with prolonged instrumentals and dub
reggae, it still whores off of Sublime’s legacy,
so expect some of the former band’s hits.
Sunday, February 14 (Valentine’s
Day) OK, every damn restaurant in San
Jose will have dinner specials for couples.
Dead flowers will bloom florists sales.
Candy shops’ will fatten profits.
You can follow all the Valentine’s Day
trends, but why? Cupid’s arrow already hit
you. Cut to the chase, buy a bottle of wine,
stay home and get it on all night long
don’t go out and waste sex time.
Going out on Valentine’s Day should be
for single people who want to find love and
have fun. Males who want to get laid can go
out and prey on single women who are emotionally vulnerable due to the holiday blues.
Women can have their pick of horny guys
the male/female ratio is always bad. It
works out for everyone.
The F7C Reunion show at the Usual in
downtown San Jose is a good option to make
this happen. From 1990-95, FX was a hip
nightspot, then the Usual took over. The former club’s DJs, bartenders and other workers will try t reincarnate the club’s heyday,
and so can you: pass out in the gutter, get in
a drunken brawl and dance like an idiot.
Tuesday, February 18 What do you
get when you take the New Orleans out of
Mardi Gras and add San Jose? Boring
Silicon Valley execs making business deals
with jazz playing in the background. That’s
only a guess. Find out for yourself during
the Post Street Mardi Gras. The downtown San Jose street will be hosting its own
Mardi Gras. Guys should come fully armed
with beads. It’s a great chance to see breasts
without wining and dining a nice girl or paying a $20 cover at the Pink Poodle.
If parties don’t excite you, maybe an
evening of metal mayhem will. Sepultura
and Biohazard invade the Maritime Hall.
Bring earplugs, five-ply condoms (at least)
and keep all pets and livestock at home
the music is loud, the chicks will have at
least one STD and the bands molest animals.
Wednesday, February 17 Cake will
go the distance at the Warfield in San
Francisco. These modern rockers blend different styles to create one of the more creative contemporary bands.

mg to fans of underground

hard rock. The man must be a
resilient chameleon to even
attempt a comeback eight
years after his four months of
fame ended in ridicule.
Now, instead of attempting
to sing rap tunes, such as those
on his "To the Extreme" album,
he is mixing Rage Against the
Machine-like rock with rap on
his new release, "Hard to
Swallow." The new sound suits
his "white boy" image better.
On top of that, he has a DJ
mixing away. Vanilla Ice gave
his DJ a solo shot at making
the audience roar. The audience liked the D.Fs mixes, but
it preferred when Vanilla Ice
mixed it himself with his
voice. He beat boxed, or make
the sounds of mixing and
scratching records with his
voice and a microphone.
His current formula is just
as entertaining as "Ice, Ice
Baby" was.
There are many differences

Soren Hemmila/Spartan Daily
Vanilla Ice appeared on stage an hour before midnight, and he played to a frenzied crowd of
hardcore music fans at the Maritime Hall in San Francisco Tuesday.
Vanilla Ice may have never
between Vanilla Ice now and opposed to pretending to be a
then. The greatest difference is rapper again. He performed been the most talented musinow he is making his own type with the energy of an angry cian, but his show at the
of music, instead of looping metal head instead of trying to Maritime was ent,ertaining. It
other artists songs and rear- be a cool rapper. His songs allowed the audience to go
ranging them to fit his pseudo- were also not about how he’s a back to a time when they were
rap style. It seems as if he is lyrical poet, but al/out how younger and stupid enough to
like him the first time around.
performing sincerely now, as messed up his world is.

Nolte, Coburn deliver 1-2 punch
Movie Review

By Lance Swanson
staff-writer
Paul Schrader’s films
never fail in having us look at
the struggle of life, apparent
in his scripts for Martin
Scorsese’s "Taxi Driver," and
"Raging Bull."
With Schrader’s new film,
"Affliction," he explores the
theme of male violence
passed from father to son in a
small, cold, New England
town in the dead of winter.
"Affliction" tells the story
of Wade Whitehouse (Nick
Nolte), a supposedly normal
guy who lives in Lawford, a
small, financially stressed
town in New Hampshire.
Wade is the town cop who
never has to do anything
more serious than direct traffic. He even smokes pot on the
job.
Wade has been under the
emotional spell of his domineering, violent and alcoholic
father (James Coburn) since
he was a child.
Wade tries to have loving
relationships with family, but
two marriages to his ex-wife
(Mary Beth Hurt) have ended
in divorce. Wade also has a
brother (Willem Defoe), Rolfe,

who

narrates

the

filtu and

has since moved away from
Lawford, and the dominating
grip of his father.
Wade loves his daughter,
Jill (Brigid Tierney), and his
waitress girlfriend (Sissy
Spacek ) but he is not very
good at showing love. Because
he has suffered so much emotional and physical abuse at
the hands of his father, he
simply doesn’t know how to
treat his daughter.
Why can’t Wade show love?
His childhood was terrible
because he was tortured and
beaten by his father, seuw.
times severely, always emotionally.
"Affliction" shows the violent nature of the brothers’
father through a series of
flashbacks to when the brothers were boys. The flashbacks, shot with grainy film
and a hand-held camera,
have an intense, cold intimacy.
It is through these
sequences we realize the
source of Wade’s lifelong
pain.

While "Affliction" is about
male violence passed from
father to son in a small town,
the film uses a murder mystery plot to explore its deeper
themes.
Wade’s best friend, Jack
Hewitt (Jim True), is another
classic underachiever, a man
who almost made it to the
major leagues but lost his
chance because he threw out
his arm. When a local union
boss is killed in a hunting
accident, Wade sees it as foul
play and turns on his friend.
Wade attacks this case with
the ferocity of a well-schooled
detective, which he is not. If
he solves the case he will be a
hero.
The actors give "Affliction"
its considerable punch. Nolte
has improved immensely as
an actor, seemingly growing
into his craft as he grows
older. His though he needed
to live life to draw from its
experience. He gives a great
and impassioned performance as Wade, which is
apparent from his Academy
Award nomination.
This can be seen throughout the film, but one sequence
stands out. Wade has a
toothache throughout the
film, a severe one, a type of
affliction in itself He pulls

THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA.
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Photo courtesy of Lions Gate Films
Nick Nolte (left) kneels down in front of his domineering father
James Coburn in "Affliction."
the tooth with a pair of pliers, us understand the cold,
violently. The viewer can see unfeeling nature of the comthe pain in Wade’s eyes.
munity and its people.
Coburn, nominated for
The setting of snow and
is ice in the harshness of winter
best supporting actor,
relentless and scary as the has also been important in
drunken father, a perfor- other recent, great films,
mance that is quite a depar- including "Fargo," "The Sweet
ture from his usual light Hereafter" and "A Simple
comedic roles.
Plan."
Spacek and Dafoe lend
"Affliction," like those
solid support, as does Hurt.
other films, shows life in a
The winter setting is inte- snowy, small town can be just
gral to "Affliction," as though as cruel and heartless as life
it were a character. It helps in the city.
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ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math, people, logic.
phone 8, organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
9:30 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.

EMPLOYMENT

TEACHERS HELPER Materials
for Learning is hiring P/T sales.
Flexible hours. 408/257-1339.

MASS

8110403111

SIGN PLACER
Looking for extra it Lurie?
Rex P/T, W/E Hrs. Will pace sign
routes in Silicon Valley area.
Need reliable truck vitth insurance
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Dnve #300
Morgan Hill. CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY1
Qualified Area Coordinator to
manage promotional team
representing Red Bull energy
drink in Bay area. Looking for
high energy, athletic individual
with public relations experience.
Fa interview call 1-888-664-4121.
THE STARVING MUSICIAN
is now hinng. Band/Orchestra
sales person for it’s Mendian
location. Full time position only.
Benefits, great job for music
majors. Fax resume to
408/554-9598.
AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
needed. Loving family is looking for
someone to spend the afternoon
wrth children ages 7 & 10. Some
tutonng may be required. Car
necessary. Alum Rock area. M & W 2
- 6pm. Call 259-1139 esenngs.
PART-TIME NANNY 213i. hours
per week. Start March 1st. After.
noons & some evenings. Must
have own car. Must be flexible.
organized. positive attitude. 3
Elementary school children (6-10).
Help with homework, chores and
meals. Transport to activities,
possible live-in or out. Call Ann
Marshall. M F. tb 408-79241147.
FLYING PIO PUG
Batenders, Bar Backs &
Door Secunty. Apply at:
78 S. First St. 3 5pm.
INSTALLER/SIGN FAEIRICATOR:
Attention to detail a must! Related
experience preferred. Will be fabricating and installing signs. Room
for advancement. Good DMV. Able
to lift 5) bs. 30-40 hrs MF/Benefits
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woochriew Drive #300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778.7392
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/
HOSTING. FT & PT positions available in busy family style restaurant located in Sunnyvale. All
shifts avail, flex hrs. $9/hr to
start. Please call 733-9446, ask
for Julia or Wendy.
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for
P/T Servers & Host/ess for busy
restaurant. No exp. nec. Will train.
Hourly tips. Call AA or Lyn 408.
3776456.
INFORMATION CENTER is now
accepting applications for a WORK
STUDY position. Must be able to
work Tues. and Thurs. momings.
Contact the Student Union Admin
Office or call 9246310.
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
is seeking a part time clencal per
son. effective immed. Duties
include filing & working with mail.
No typing skills are req. Good
command of English language.
written & oral is required. Hours:
lpm 5prn, Mon. Fli. 57/hr. Cal
408.296.5270, ask Dawn or Bud
to set up an interview.
PART-TIME CHILDCARE NEEDED
for our tsvelve monthold daughter
in our Willow Glen home. Tues
days and Thursdays preferably.
Excellent pay. References
required. 4(18/436-8611 x 167.

Certain advertisements In
those columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
edditIonal Information.
Classified readers should be
remanded Nat, viten making
these further contacts, they
should require complet
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offerfng employment listings
orcoupon for discount
%locations or merchandise.

CCP. MORS NEEDED: Jr High &
High School, all levels of Math.
Sciences & Lang. Mon. -Fn. 3-8pm
$1.000/mo. 408-2555247.
TEACHOtS WANTED
’KIDZ KLUB’
the OnSite Child
Care Center of the
DANIELSSON CHANG
LAW OMCES,
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
care for law office staff
children and dropin care for
chikken of clients while
they are visiting our office.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- just ener9y. creativity. and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
CALL (408) 364-0345

PARTTIME 108; Mother’s Helper
for home school mom. 9 & 6 yr
olds, afternoons 20 hrs/wk max
Supervise schookyork. clnve kids,
houskeeping. $10/hr. 739-7764.
VALET PARKING ATTDIDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Eam 58-$15 per
hour (average). Flexible. will WOrk
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Call (408)867-7275, leave
voicemail or email us at
wenv.corinthianparking.com .
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.
$1,000’s WEEKL111 Stuff
enveloces at home for $2 each
NUS bonuses. F/T, P/T. Make
$800-i iveetry. guaranteed!
Free supplies. For details,
send one stamp to: N.26, 12021
Wlshire E31., State 552.
Los Aalgeleb. CA 90025.

WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN 7?
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or AS.SISTANTS
at After School Programs.
Day Care Centers. Etc.
(408)866-8550

INSTRUCTORS - PT Teach fun LAW OFFICE Opening for a TYPIST
Science programs in elem. schls. 30 w.p.m. minimum. $7/hour
Need car & experience w/kids. Mon. Tue. & Thur. Call 244-4200
Excellent pay! Call Mad Science
of the South Bay @ 408/2626437.
FREE RADIO + S12501
Fundraiser open to student groups
B ULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
& organizations.
sales representatives for our Eam $3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We
office located adjacent to SJSU.
supply all matenals at no cost.
No experience needed. We will
Call for info or visit our website.
train. Minimum of $10 per hour
Qualified callers recetve a FREE
to $20 per hour + bonuses +
Baby Boom Box.
incentives. Fun environment.
1E100.9324)528 x 65.
408-971.1645.
wwiv.ocmconcepts.com
BE A STAR...
STAR Market Research is currently
recruiting people to participate
in upcoming Market Research
tests. Incentive paid. Hayward
(510)4761279.
PROMOTIONAL SPECIALISTS
WANTED! Looking for high energy.
athletic individuals to represent
Red Bull Energy Drink. Club promotions. athletic events, people
in need of enerfo. Flexible hours.
1-888664-4121. call fcr intervie6v.

CRUISE SIP EMPLOYMENT Workers earn up to $2.000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
CHILD CARE - Earn extra $ Land -Tour jobs up to $5.000.
working special events. Flex $7.000/summer. Ask us howl
hours $8.50/hr. Exp/ref req. 517-336-4235 Ext. C60412
1-800-942-9947.
ACUFACTS SECURITY
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
A US INTRENATIONAL CO is look.
ing for motivated individuals who Full 8, part-time posdions available
Paid training
can speak English. French, JapanExcellent benefits
ese or any other languages to
No expenence necessary
help expand our business locally,
Apply in person at
nationally and internationally.
555 D Mendian Ave. San Jose.
Free informational booklet. Call 1Or call Laune at 408-286-5880
800-4589089.

CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
Code 35SPD. Part.Time & Full Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent, 1 yr teller experience,
good communication & PC skills.
We offer generous compensation
and benefits including medical,
dental. vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
assistance. Qualified candidates
should fax or send resume to
408.756-2565. STAR ONE ECU,
HR Dept. P.O. Bo( 3643. Sunnyvale.
CA 94088.3643. Please include
job code.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positIons for.
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler.
preschool & school age children.
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary, excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers m:
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan HIll & Redwood City
cal (40E3) 37169C0 or
fax resumes to (408)371.7685
e-mail: janderson@cdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
Jobline iffi1-888-9-CDICDC. EOE
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperrn Donor
Healthy males. 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact Califomia Cryobank
650-324-1900. M-F. 8-4:30
SECURITY
Abcom Private Security
We
train you.
Student Friendly.
FT. PT. Wludys &
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827

I 215

FAX:

408-924-3282

MNALMMK

SHMEDHOMNQ

2 BORtA APARTMENT $975/mo
Security Type Building
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893

ROOM FOR RENT 8375/MO.
Free parking, utilities incl. 1 blk
from campus. 211 S. 11th St. Big
screen TV. pool table. Call Kevin
408275-1657.

WORD PROCESSING

HEALTH & BEAUTY

PROFESSIONAL Word PTOCOSSIng
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes.
Gndad Projects. etc. All formats.
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
tape transcnption Fax_ Expenenoert
dependabre. quick return.
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

LOSE WEIGHT NOWI
100 people wanted.
We’ll pay you to lose
up to 29 lbs in 30 days!
(408) 225-7250.

AUTO FOR SALE
REUABLE CAR LOV4 PRICE
88 Gold Tercel. Great condition!
S2000/obo. Call 408-279-6659

INSTRUC710N

ROOM FOR RENT Pdvate Bath.
Rent $365/mo, across campus.
Contact Susana 408-297-5024.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
perrnanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back - Chest Lip
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 pice if
made before June 1. 1999.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
621E Campbell Ave. #17. Crib(
(408) 379-3500.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
ANNOUNCEMENTS any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion. Funk. Reggae, or Folk. Call
"FINDING REAL LOVE" 650 KST Bi I at 408-298-6124.
WEEKEND FIELD MGR. P/T
Weekend work. Flex hours.
GROOMER’S ASST/IUNNEL FIE1P AM radio Sundays 7:30am. Info:
Will evaluate sign routes.
needed for small, exclusive shop 408-13676255 www.tfccs.com
and kennel. PT. Tues-Sat. Must be
Must own truck with insurance.
New Directions Sign Service
reliable. honest. able to do physi365 Woodview Dnve #300
cal work. Dip. working w/dogs preSERVICES
Morgan Hill. CA 95037
51500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mail- STUDENT JOBS, Financial Aid or ferred. but will train. Great oppty fcr
ing our circulars. Free information. Paid Internships for national dog
lover!
S6.50
hr. WRITING HELP: (510)601-9554.
Fax: (408)7787392
Highest quality wnting, editing.
Call 202-452-5901.
media organization. part time. Can FAX resume to 408/377-0109
M -F. flexible hours to fit your or Call 371-9115.
ghostvinting. Essays. appfication
CAMPBELL RECREATION is now
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
schedule. Knste: 408-3661370.
statements. reports. etc.
accepting applications fa SUMMER
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
DAY CAMP LEADERS. Pay ranges:
K-8 school seeks responsible
HELP WANTED
(510) 601-9554 or
individuals for extended daycare. INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Special Eam extra cash!!! Make your own
$7.50 - $9.50/hr. Call 866-2105.
email boric kebest.com
P/T inthe afternoon. No ECE units Ed & Regular dass. S8.52-$12.10 hours!! Responsible students to
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
CAMP MAW for Boys. on Long required. Previous expenence with hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call maiet/manage Citibank Promotions
867-3424x200 for application on campus. Free Giveaways! FREE wnung tips now available at
chili:ken preferred. Please caii
Lake. Naples, Maine. Noted for
& information. Immediate Need. Eam $400+/week. Cal Tawanna
rawa.acadamlernIting.com
2441968 x 16
picturesque location, exceptional
at 1800-950-8472 ext 114
facilities. and outstanding
ACROSS
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
June 22 August 22. rerlOso
LEGAL ASSISTANTS
Acme DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
INCOME TAXES
1 Zodiac sign
counselor Positions in tennis.
General practice law office
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler. and ATTENTION: WORK FROM HOME
15% off w/ Student ID
6 Silent
baseball, basketball, soccer,
seeks P/T legal assistants
Rewind Teachers and Aides. F/T &
Ask about NEW
Our children ,.ome to the
9 Carter or
000MR MINIM
lacrosse. golf. roller hockey.
fluent in Spanish &/or
P/T positions available. Substitute office everyday. Earn an extra
’98 Student Tax Credits!
Connors
swimming. sailing, canoeing,
MMMOIR BROM OM
Mandarin. Will Train.
positions are also available that
$500 $1.500/mo,P/T
CRS (408) 281-3555, San Jose
14 Upright
waterskiing. scuba. archery. riflery,
Call (408) 364-0345.
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
$2,000 $4,500, F/T
MRMUM ROOM 00
orIS10) 435-4C61, Fremont.
15 A Gershwin
weight
training.
Journalism,
required for teacher positions but
(408)882-5007.
16 "Au revoir
MMOU
OMUR
photography, video, woodsvorking, INSTRUCTOR Teach independent not required for Aide positions.
http://mw4.cash911.com/vsp
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
17 Unswerving
WOMMORM OUGIMMIA
ceramics, crafts. fine ans. nature Wing skills and provide support to Excellent opportunity for Child
Only $57.00 per year.
19 Tnte
ROME100 WIAMMU
study, radio & electronics, dramatics. developmentally disabled adults Development majors. Please call DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
Sam 3096 6096
20 Very long time
MORRM MMOUOMMO
piano
accompanist,
music Irving independently in Pleasanton Cathy for an intenew at 244 1968 CHILDREN? Small World Schools
on your dental needs.
21 Old cattle town
instrumentalist/band director. area. Car required. FT. $10/hr or fax resume to 248-7350.
ORO
ROMEO
OM
is hiring Teachers. Aides & Subs
F-or info call 1 8066553225.
23 Sharpen
backpacking. rockclimbing. ropes + benes. Userfnendly non-profit
for their school -age child care
OMOMMOUR MOO
24 Spy Mate course
instructor,
general agency. 510-832-7126.
REPUTABLE
MONTESSORI centers in San Jose. ECE. CD.
26 Docks
MURIA
WORM
(w/youngest boys), secretanal.
looking for DAYCARE STAFF Psych. Soc. or Rec units required.
INSURANCE
28 Fancy
OOMMROO =MOM
nursing, kitchen staff. Call Mike NO BOSS! WORK FROM HOME. person. Part-time (2:30-6:30). We offer competitive pay. excellent
31 Bosc or Anjou
GOMM
OMR
Sherbun at ECO2506252 or email.
Health. Fitness, Nutntion.
Working with elementary aged training, and a great WPM, environ. BEST RATES on AUTO NSURANCE
33 Disturbs, in a
OMR MOROM HORD
takajo@aol.com.
children. Contact Lisa at 408- ment. If you are interested call
$500 $3,000/mo.
Free Phone Quotes
way
PiT or F/T
723-5140.
OREI ROOM MOHO
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.
No Driver Refused
34 Occupy
SUMMER MANAGEMENT
No experience necessary!
4x4’s
38 Lock part
RE10 OMUMO ROOM
POSITIONS
(888) 590-7642 or
TELEMARKETING
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Accidents
39 Plus
0 1998 Unded Feature Synchcate
Now hiring high-achieving
(408) 879-8342.
Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve. and
Women ages 21.32. Healthy.
Cancelled
40 Matinee man
students for a managenal
Weekend shifts available. Sell
Responsible, All Nationalities.
Tickets
42 Gushing
bookkeeper
five
position. which through training.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
discount newspaper subcriptions.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
D.U.I.
45 Actress Dahl
3 Has- - former
36 March date
support, effort & integnty.
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Salary plus bonus. NEW locaticn: 53.500 stipend & expenses paid
S.R. Filing
47 Deeds
37 - down
hotshot
results in personal &
Great for Students!
31 N 2nd St. 0270 408/494-0200
%At especially need
Good Student Discount
48 Throbs
moderate
4 Genetic inits
professional growth.
Serving Downtown Sanlose. Media Promotions. Call or come in
Japanese and Chinese Donors
Call us now
49 Change the
39 Pismire
5 Tack on
Average eamings $9200.
Inner City Express.
TODAY!
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
408-244-9100
color of again
41 Guitansl Paul
6 "- Vice"
www.varsItystudent.com
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
1800) 314-9996
13am 8pm Mon. -Sat.
52 Some luxury
43 Method
7 Bear Lat
1-800-295-9675.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
cars, for short
44 Sherbets
8 Anth
53 Actor Danny
45 Not together
9 Poke
54 Cut
46 Toupee slang
10 Boise’s state
57 Gridders’ grp.
49 Airplane
11 Collegian’s
60 Strangely
spotter
secondary area
FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
62 Bittersweet
12 Intends
50 Singer Gomse
longing for
51 Search deeply
13 Type of log
the past
18 Golfers’ cries
52 Outlaw James
65 Unsophisticated
53 ‘King -"
22 Nursemaid
Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces behveen words.
66 "- about timer
55 Oklahoma towr
24 Must
67 Has on
56 Mark a ballot
25 ABA member
68 Unripe. perhaps
27 - pro nobis
57 Lab-cutture
UJULICIULIJULIUUCIULICILILICIJULICLIQUILIIULICI
69 Poor mark
medium
28 Globe
70 Wading bird
29 Housetop
58 Blaze
59 Acting group
30 Zero
LILILICILULILJULULIUCILICCILILL1ILULIILILICILILIUU
31 Sharp sounds
61 Desire
DOWN
32 Put a s op to
63 Over6vhelm
1 Misplace
JULILEILIJULICILILILEJLICIUJLIL)JUUJLILILILILILI
64 Lower limb
35 Acts like a
2 Two - ten is
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
612:00 6:30114-F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
17:30-3:30) M.F.
Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.

4*/
\ Daily

CRpSSWORD

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad here.

Day
Days
$5
$7
$6
$8
$7
$9
$10
$8
Si for each additional line
3
4
5
6

fines
lines
fines
fines

check .1
one classification:

Nam.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
one

Four
Days
511
$12
513
$14

Days
59
$10
$11
$12

Alter the fifth day. rate increases by SI per day
First lune (25 spaces) set on bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in brad for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
0- 1 4 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
15-191ines $110

Please

Five Address
Days
$13 Cry 8 Slate
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily aassifieds
&WI

humla

Jcee State University

San Jam, CA 95192-0149
IIIClassrfied desk is located in Dwight Bent& Hall. Room 209
? Deadline: 1600 a.m. two weekdays before publication
? Afl ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled ads
? Rates for consecutive publication.s dates only
GUEST1ONS7 CALL (4013) 924-3277

Campus Clubs’
Rental Housing
Greek Messages’ Shared Housing’
Events’
_Real Estate
Announcements’ _Services’
Lost and Found** _Health/Beauty’
Volunteers’
Sports/Thrills’
For Sale’
Insuranoe
Autos For Sale’
Entertainment’
Computers Etc
Travel
Wanted’
Tutoong*
Employment
WOrti Processing
Oppodunrces
Scholarships

MAMMA! MEM MOM
MEM ME MEM
INIMMUMNIM IIMMEM
WU
MEM MEM
ddOMM
MUM SW=
NOME IIMMEdild
MEd
WM=
WM
MENA= MIME=
ME MOM
ISM=
MEM

Special

student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Women world soccer all-stars
to play U.S. nationals at SJSU

Tennis ‘Tire’ant

"This is the largest women’s
sporting event in history," said
Peter Bridgewater, ex-San Jose
Clash owner and current Women’s
World Cup organizer. ’This is a
truly historic event. FIFA has
held events like this in the past
for men. This match will feature
the Women’s World All-Star 11 for
the first time."
The World All-Star 11 refers to
the eleven best players in the
world who do not play for the U.S.
team.
Brandy Chastain, 30, a Santa
Clara University graduate, and
top defender on the Women’s U.S.
National team, said she is very
excited about the match.
"This event will be broadcast
live, worldwide. That is a humongous achievement for a woman
soccer player," Chastain said.
Veteran forward Mia Hamm,
26, midfielder Michelle Alters, 33,
and former Stanford star Julie
Foudy, 28, lead the U.S. team,
ranked by FIFA as the best team
in,the world.
Hamm leads the U.S. team
with 159 international appearances and 103 goals.
The World All Star Team will
feature the 11 best international
players as decided by FIFA
in the world.
The world team includes players from defending World Cup
1995 champion Norway, as well as
Italy, China, North Korea, Brazil,
Japan, Australia, Denmark,
Sweden, France, Egypt, Mexico,

Hy Lance Swanson
Staff Writer

The greatest women soccer
players in the world are coming to
Spartan Stadium Sunday.
For the first time ever, an allstar soccer match between the
World All -Stars and the U.S.
National Tearn will be played.
Marla Messing, president of
the World Cup Organizing
Committee, said San Jose State
University’s Spartan Stadium,
World Cup games IR Spartan Stadium

June 1

8

10:30 p.m
8 8 10:30 p

June 30
(1.11(4.8) 9.4

4.86 rm. ""." thf’

with its new, wider field, is the
best soccer facility in the country.
The game will be televised
nationally on ESPN2 and live via
satellite to every country in the
world.
During halftime of the match,
FIFA (soccer’s world governing
body) plans to conduct the "final
draw" for the Women’s World Cup.
The final draw will determine
the first round opponents for all
16 teams in the Women’s World
Cup. The Cup will be held
between June 19 and July 10 at
various stadiums across the country, including four matches at
Spartan Stadium.

"

This event will
be broadcast
live, worldwide.
That is a
humongous
achievement for
a woman soccer player.
Brandy Chastain
U.S. team defender

Ghana,
Canada,
Germany,
Russia, England and Nigeria.
U.S. coach Tony DiCicco said
the women’s game is more teamoriented than the men’s garne.
"The All-Star match is a tribute
to the best players in the world
from both teams and for what
they have accomplished," DiCicco
said.
"It’s not a win-at-all-costs
game, but knowing my team and
the pride of these international
stars, I expect it to be a passionfilled game with each player trying to show her special talents. I
know the gaine will be extremely
entertaining.
"But the real excitement lies in
the Final Draw and finding out
who we play and how difficult
each group will be."

Movie producers showBasic Instinct, for A,s
and his vice chairman, Paul
Schaeffer, have submitted an
application t,o go through major
league baseball’s preapproval
required before
process
prospective buyers can examine
financial documents.
"This opportunity came along
and we found it to be interesting,"
Schaeffer told The Oakland
Tribune. "It’s close to home, the
team is young and it has some ter-

OAKLAND, Calif (AP) Two
Hollywood moguls responsible for
the movies "Batman," "Basic
Instinct" and "I Know What You
have
Summer"
Did
Last
expressed an interest in buying
two
newsthe Oakland Athletics,
papers reported today.
Peter Guber, founder and
chairman
of
Mandalay
Entertainment and former head
of Sony Pictures Entertainment,

tram est a Esqtabel/Sparran Utah
BMd Karbacher serves to Sebastien Lareau Wednesday at the Sybase Open. Karbacher, from
Germany, defeated Lareau, from Canada, 6-3, 6-7 (5-7), 6-3 in the first round at San Jose Arena.

Power play leads Sharks past Blackhawks
CHICAGO (AP) Joe Murphy
had two power-play goals and Jeff
Norton scored another, leading
the San Jose Sharks to a 5-2 victory over the Chicago Blackhawks
on Wednesday night.
The Sharks entered the game
last in the NHL in power-play efficiency with only 29 goals in 248
attempts for an 11.7 percentage.
They cashed in on three of seven
opportunities
power-play
Wednesday night.
the
was
The
defeat
Blackhawks’ sixth straight and
extended their winless streak to
seven games. Chicago’s last win
was on Jan. 27 at Edmonton.
Bill Houlder scored the tiebreaking goal for the Sharks with

12:12 left in the third period.
Houlder was skating in from the
left of the goal when he took a
pass from Patrick Marleau and
fired it past goalie Jocelyn
Thibault for his fifth goal.
Murphy’s second goal of the
garne and 14th of the season came
with 7:28 left as Brad Brown was
sitting out with a five-minute
boarding penalty along with a
game misconduct.
Marleau’s empty-net goal with
30 seconds left, his 13th, concluded the scoring.
Earlier in the period, Chicago’s
Chris Chelios tied the score at 2-2
when he beat Mike Vernon after
poking the puck loose along the
right boards.

Norton opened the scoring at
2:31 of the first period with a slap
shot from just inside the left circle. Chicago’s Dave Manson was
in the penalty box at the time.
The Blackhawks tied the game
at 5:01 on a long shot by Nelson
Emerson, his 12th.
Murphy broke the 1-1 tie at
18:18 of the second period with
his 13th goal.
Earlier in the period, Chicago
had a two-man advantage for 34
seconds, but failed to get a shot
off.
The game was San Jose’s
fourth during a 10-game, 17-day
road trip, the longest in league
history. The Sharks are 2-2-0 on
the trip.

rific young stars."
Guber and Schaeffer’s company,
Mandalay
Sports
Entertainment, already owns the
Triple-A Las Vegas Stars, the
Class A Lake Elsinore Storm and
the Las Vegas Thunder minor
league hockey team.
The company also is building a
baseball stadium in Dayton, Ohio,
for a Class A team from Rockford,
Ill.
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MANAGEMENT
0 N HOUSE
Restaurant Manarrs &
Kitchen Managers
ride the FRESH
MEX BUS OF
FUN for
trowth A get
in on one of the
fastest growing and most exciting
restaurant companies around’
Wise opening 17 am ralwannis
ovar lits nazi 12 sarshal We otter
competitive salary & benefits. Who
doesn But we also offer big time
growth. plus the freshest food. great
sennce & awesome locations. Meet
one-one one with racrutterr At our

IT CAN KILL YOU IF YOU
DON’T RECOGNIZE IT.
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DE PRE SSION
t

Excellent Weekend Job 10 Must be enthusiastic. wtth transportation to job
sites in San Jose and surrounding arms. Work only
the weekends you want. We wear wtitte tennis type
doting, holding signs that direct people to new home
developments. Please call (::.:}304-0088.

ttra

MANAGEMENT OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, Paktum, If, lOsis ao
at our WESTGATE locahon
i
Saratoga Avenue SAN jOSE
To Kt up an appointment
call 1-800-4-CHEVYS
or Fax resume to 415/974168S
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